
Popular  Bantamweight
Christian  Carto  Headlines
Against Hector Andres Sosa on
Saturday, October 1st at The
2300 Arena in Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA (September 22, 2022)– A huge night of boxing
comes to the 2300 Arena on Saturday, October 1st as Philly
favorite,  bantamweight  Christian  Carto  takes  part  in  the
eight-round main event against once-beaten Hector Andres Sosa.

The eight-bout card is promoted by King’s Promotions.

Carto of Philadelphia is 19-1 with 13 knockouts. The 25 year-
old is in his sixth year as a professional, and has quality
wins over Alonso Melendez (14-1) and James Smith (12-1). Carto
has  two  consecutive  first  round  knockouts,  with  his  most
recent being over Ernesto Sebastian Franzolini on April 22nd
at The 2300 Arena.

Sosa  of  Buenos  Aires,  Argentina  is  14-1  with  eight
knockouts. The former South American Bantamweight champion is
26 years-old and has wins over Gonzalo Roman Garay (1-0) &
Ckari Cani Mansilla (15-1), Sosa is coming off a unanimous
decision over Jose Armando Valdes Bernal on September 2nd in
Sinaloa, Mexico.

The six-round co-feature will pit one of the top prospects in
the  sport  as  it  will  be  a  battle  of  undefeated  light
heavyweight  Atif  Oberlton  and  Christian  Thomas.

Oberlton, 24, of Philadelphia boasts a mark of 6-0 with five
knockouts. The fighter known as “Lord Pretty Calvo” has faced
veteran competition in his early career. He has wins over
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Jasper McCargo (4-1-2), Erbest Amuzu (26-5) and his last bout
when  he  took  a  unanimous  decision  over  Robert  Burwell  on
August 20th in Hollywood, Florida.

Thomas of Las Vegas is 11-0 with nine knockouts. Thomas has
fought his whole career in Mexico, and will be making his
American debut. Thomas is coming off a second round stoppage
over Fernando Tamayo Alvarez January 29, 2021 in Tijuana,
Mexico.

Six  more  bouts  round  out  the  undercard  with  some  quality
matchups featuring outstanding talent.

In eight-round bouts:

Kenny Robles (9-2, 3 KOs) of Staten Island, New York will
fight Jerome Conquest (11-, 1 KO) of Philadelphia in a junior
welterweight bout.

Colby Madison (10-3-2, 6 KOs) of Baltimore, Maryland takes on
former world title challenger Junior Wright (18-4-1, 15 KOs)
of Evanston, Illinois in a heavyweight contest.

In Six-Round Bouts:

Quadir Albright (6-0, 6 KOs) of Philadelphia fights Roberto
Gomez  (4-0,  4  KO)  of  Mexico  City,  Mexico  in  a  junior
welterweight  bout  featuring  fighters  with  perfect  knockout
records.

Kashon Hutchinson (9-5, 2 KOs) of Reading, PA fights Rasheed
Johnson  (8-4,  3  KOs)  of  Philadelphia  in  a  welterweight
contest.  This  fight  is  a  rematch  of  a  2019  fight  where
Hutchinson won a close unanimous decision.

James  Martin  (8-3-1)  of  Philadelphia  takes  on  Alejando
Munera (6-6-4) of Medellin, Colombia in a junior middleweight
fight.

In a four-round bout, Erisnelsy Castillo of Las Vegas makes



his professional debut when he takes on an opponent to be
named in a flyweight bout.

Tickets are $75, $100 and $150 and can be purchased at the
Following Link:

https://2300arena.showare.com/orderticketsvenue.asp?p=432

REPEAT!!!  BELLEW  STOPS  HAYE
AGAIN
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. – May 5, 2018 -Tony Bellew scored his 2nd
knockout over David Haye in the last 14 months as the former
star of “Creed” scored a 5th round stoppage in a battle of
former world champions at the O2 Arena in London.

The Epic rematch was shown live and exclusively in the United
State on AWE-A Wealth of Entertainment and www.klowdtv.com

Haye came out Early and landed a couple of right hands. After
that it was all Bellew in a big way, as in round three, Bellew
scored two monstrous knockdowns. the 1st one came from a huge
counter right hand. Moments later, it was a smashing left hook
to the jaw that sent “The Hayemaker” to the canvas.

Bellew continued to dominate, and in round five, Bellew landed
another head turning left hook that sent Haye to the deck for
a  third  time.  Bellew  ended  the  fight  by  landed  two  hard
punches on the ropes, and the bout was stopped at 2:14.

Bellew of Liverpool is now 30-2-1 with 20 knockouts. Haye of
London is 28-4.

John Ryder stopped Jamie Cox in round two of their scheduled
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twelve-round super middleweight bout.

Ryder landed a right to head that Cox went down after a
delayed reaction. Cox got up just as referee Ian-John Lewis
reached the count of 10 and the bout was called at 50 seconds
in round 2.

Ryder of Islington is now 26-4 with 14 knockouts. Cox of
Swindon is 25-2.

Emmanuel Rodriguez won the IBF Bantamweight title with a 12
round domination of Paul Butler.

In  round  one,  Rodriguez  landed  a  perfect  left  hook  that
deposited Butler on the canvas. Seconds later it was a flurry
of shots to the head that put Butler down again. In round
three, Butler began to bleed from the nose.

Rodriguez coasted home by boxing and moving for which Butler
had no answer for the skilled Rodriguez.

Butler was ineligible to win the vacant title as he checked in
3 1/2 pounds over the 118 pound limit.

Rodriguez of Puerto Rico won by scores of 120-106 twice and
118-108, and is now 18-0. Butler Ellesmere Port is 26-2.

2016 Olympic Silver Medal Winner, Joe Joyce stopped Lenroy
Thomas in round 2 of their scheduled 12-round heavyweight
bout.

At the end of round one, Joyce landed a left to the body that
sent Thomas down at the bell. In round two, Joyce landed two
crushing rights rights that sent Thomas down. Joyce ended
things with a flush left hook to chin that sent Thomas slowly
to his knees. Thomas did not beat the 10 count, and the bout
was stopped at 2:36.

Joyce of Putney is 4-0 with 4 knockouts. Thomas of Jamaica is
22-5-1.



Joshua Buatsi remained perfect by stopping Stephane Cuevas in
round five of a scheduled eight-round light heavyweight bout.

Buatsi dominated the fight and then landed a huge combination
that hurt Cuevas at 50 seconds of round five.

Buatsi, 178.4 lbs of Croydon is now 6-0 with 4 knockouts.
Cuevas, 175 lbs of Toulouse, France is 8-2-3.

James Tennyson survived a 2nd round knockdown, and came back
to defeat previously undefeated Martin J Ward via 5th round
stoppage in a terrific action-packed super featherweight bout.

In round two, Ward dropped Tennyson with a crunching left hook
to the body. In round three, Tennyson started to bleed from
his nose.

The tide turned in round four when Tennyson began to hurt
Ward,  and  round  five,  Tennyson  landed  a  big  3  punch
combination  that  sent  Ward  to  the  canvas.  Moments  later,
Tennyson landed a flush uppercut that sent Ward Sprawling to
the canvas, and the bout was stopped at 2:24.

Tennyson of Dublin is now 22-2 with 18 knockouts. Ward of
Brentwood is now 19-1-2.

The fight card will also be streamed live via KlowdTV on the
AWE channel. Visit www.klowdtv.com for additional information.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has featured over 50 world title fights.

AWE has brought boxing fans some of the most exciting and
controversial  bouts,  including  the  matchup  of  Ricky  Burns
against Ray Beltran for the world title. AWE fetured live and
exclusively the crowning of American Terence Crawford over



Ricky Burns. AWE fans have witnessed the explosive power of
undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury  multiple  times  on  the
network, including Fury’s victory over Kevin Johnson. In 2017,
AWE was the exclusive United States television provider of the
first historic matchup between legendary British heavyweight
David Haye and Tony Bellew.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment

A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
available on over a hundred cable systems, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD, Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and 669
in HD, and DirecTV, ch 387, Frontier Communications ch 169 and
669 in HD, CenturyLink PRISM TV ch. 144 and 1144 in HD, and
streaming on DirecTV NOW and KlowdTV. For more information,
please visit www.awetv.com

TODAY AT 1 PM ET / 10 AM PT-
BELLEW – HAYE REMATCH LIVE ON
AWE & KLOWDTV.COM
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. – May 5, 2018 -TODAY at 1 PM ET / 10 AM PT,
the highly anticipated rematch between former world champions
Tony Bellew and David Haye can be seen LIVE and exclusively in
the United States on AWE-A Wealth of Entertainment and
www.klowdtv.com

A an action packed six-bout card is tabbed that includes 3
title bouts
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FULL RUNNING ORDER BEGINNING AT 1 PM ET

12 Rounds for the EBU, Commonwelath & WBA Intercontinental
Super Featherweight titles
Martin J. Ward (19-0-2, 9 KOs) vs James Tennyson (21-2, 17
KOs)

8 Rounds–Light Heavyweights
Joshua Buatsi (5-0, 3 KOs) vs Stephane Cuevas (8-1-3, 4 KOs)

12 Rounds for the Commonwealth Heavyweight title
Lenroy Thomas (22-4-1, 10 KOs) vs 2016 Olympic Silver Medal
winner, Joe Joyce (3-0, 3 KOs)

12 Rounds–IBF Bantamweight World Championship
Paul Butler (26-1, 14 KOs) vs Emmanuel Rodriguez (17-0, 12
KOs)

12 Rounds–Super Middleweights
John Ryder (25-4, 13 KOs) vs Jamie Cox (25-1, 14 KOs)

12 Rounds–Heavyweight Rematch
Tony Bellew (29-2-1, 19 KOs) vs David Haye (28-3, 26 KOs)

The fight card will also be streamed live via KlowdTV on the
AWE channel. Visit www.klowdtv.com for additional information.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has featured over 50 world title fights.

AWE has brought boxing fans some of the most exciting and
controversial  bouts,  including  the  matchup  of  Ricky  Burns
against Ray Beltran for the world title. AWE fetured live and
exclusively the crowning of American Terence Crawford over
Ricky Burns. AWE fans have witnessed the explosive power of
undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury  multiple  times  on  the



network, including Fury’s victory over Kevin Johnson. In 2017,
AWE was the exclusive United States television provider of the
first historic matchup between legendary British heavyweight
David Haye and Tony Bellew.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment

A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
available on over a hundred cable systems, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD, Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and 669
in HD, and DirecTV, ch 387, Frontier Communications ch 169 and
669 in HD, CenturyLink PRISM TV ch. 144 and 1144 in HD, and
streaming on DirecTV NOW and KlowdTV. For more information,
please visit www.awetv.com

BELLEW – HAYE FINAL WEIGH IN
RESULTS, VIDEO AND PICTURES
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. – May 4, 2018 -Below is the weigh-in video
and pictures for the much anticipated rematch between former
world champions, Tony Bellew and David Haye that will take
place at The O2 in London TOMORROW!!, May 5, live on AWE-A
Wealth of Entertainment and www.klowdtv.com

The American broadcast will begin at 1 PM ET / 10 AM PT

Bellew weighed in at 210.4 lbs while Haye checked in at 220.2
lbs.
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Video: Bellew vs Haye 2 plus
undercard  final  press
conference

BELLEW – HAYE LIVERPOOL FIGHT
WEEK PRESS CONFERENCE VIDEO
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. – April 30, 2018 -Below is the Liverpool
press conference that took place on Monday that kicked off
fight week for the much anticipated rematch between former
world champions, Tony Bellew and David Haye that will take
place at The O2 in London THIS SATURDAY, May 5, live on AWE-A
Wealth of Entertainment.

BUTLER  MEETS  RODRIGUEZ  FOR
IBF WORLD TITLE ON MAY 5
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. – April 12, 2018 -Paul Butler gets the
chance to become two-time IBF World Bantamweight champion when
he tackles undefeated Emmanuel Rodriguez at The O2 in London
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on May 5, live on AWE-A Wealth of Entertainment.

Butler’s clash with Rodriguez is part of a huge night of
action in Greenwich as Heavyweight rivals Tony Bellew and
David Haye clash in a hotly-anticipated rematch.

Butler landed the IBF strap in April 2014 by taking it from
Stuart Hall in Newcastle before vacating the strap to move
down  to  Super-Flyweight  in  March  2015  to  challenge  IBF
champion Zolani Tete.

The ‘Baby Faced Assassin’ returned to 118lbs and back into
title contention when he comfortably saw off Hall in a rematch
in Liverpool in September, and is rated at four in the IBF,
one spot behind top-rated Rodriguez.

The unbeaten 25 year old visitor is hotly-rated having raced
to 17-0 in the paid ranks with 12 wins inside the distance, a
rise all the more impressive following an amateur background
that was stunted by a car accident.

Rodriguez’s trip to London is his first outside the Americas
since  turning  pro  and  his  first  over  the  championship
distance, and Butler intends to make the trip a miserable one
for the Puerto Rican and reclaim his title.

“I’m very excited for this,” said Butler. “It’s the reason we
came over to Eddie in the first place, I knew he would deliver
the big fights for me. We’re just four weeks away. It’s a big
test but I’m confident.

“It’s an honor to contest the IBF title again. I want to win
it back then hopefully defend which I didn’t have the chance
to do last time.

“It sounded a good idea at the time to vacate but looking back
now I should have kept hold of the belt. I should have worked
on my strength and conditioning, filled out and defended my
title. I’ve definitely got some unfinished business with this



– it would be brilliant to go out there and win it again.

“It’s a tougher test the last time I won the title, but I’m up
for the challenge. I’ve improved myself. He’s touted to be
this next big superstar, but how many of them come over here
and get turned on their heads?

“I never used to look at my opponents, but since I’ve linked
up with Joe he’s always sending me little clips. He looks a
good kid, he likes to work at midrange but in truth I don’t
want to say too much about what he does and doesn’t do well.

“I don’t care how big and tough he is – we both have two arms,
two legs, he’s from Puerto Rico and I’m from Ellesmere Port so
let’s get it on. I can see this being a very good fight, we
both like to go body to head, head to body but I’ll come out
being the two-time IBF World Bantamweight champion.”

Super-Middleweights  John  Ryder  and  Jamie  Cox  clash  in  a
crucial  clash  in  the  168lbs  division  and  Martin  J.  Ward
defends his European Super-Featherweight title against James
Tennyson.

Expected start time is 3 PM ET / 12 PM PT.

The fight card will also be streamed live via KlowdTV on the
AWE channel. Visit www.klowdtv.com for additional information.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has featured over 50 world title fights.

AWE has brought boxing fans some of the most exciting and
controversial  bouts,  including  the  matchup  of  Ricky  Burns
against Ray Beltran for the world title. AWE featured live and
exclusively the crowning of American Terence Crawford over
Ricky Burns. AWE fans have witnessed the explosive power of



undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury  multiple  times  on  the
network, including Fury’s victory over Kevin Johnson. In 2017,
AWE was the exclusive United States television provider of the
first historic matchup between legendary British heavyweight
David Haye and Tony Bellew.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment

A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
available on over a hundred cable systems, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD, Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and 669
in HD, and DirecTV, ch 387, Frontier Communications ch 169 and
669 in HD, CenturyLink PRISM TV ch. 144 and 1144 in HD, and
streaming on DirecTV NOW and KlowdTV. For more information,
please visit www.awetv.com

AWE  to  Air  Live  Bellew  v.
Haye II, on Saturday, May 5th
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. – March 7, 2018 -On Saturday afternoon, May
5th, AWE is featuring former world champions Tony Bellew and
David Haye in one of the most anticipated rematches of all
time. The heavyweights will square off in an epic bout that
will be carried live and exclusively by AWE, A Wealth of
Entertainment, in the United States.

The network announced that it secured the US rights for the
fight, which is the sequel to the unforgettable first bout,
which took place on March 4, 2017. The rematch will take place
at the same 02 Arena in London.
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In  the  first  bout,  Bellew  was  able  to  survive  an  early
onslaught by Haye to score two knockdowns en route to an 11th
round stoppage. The first fight can rival any of the Rocky
movies for drama and determination. Bellew suffered a broken
hand in the early rounds with Haye barely able to stand due to
a ruptured Achilles tendon. Both fighters exhibited tremendous
heart, leading to much excitement heading into this rematch.

The rematch was originally ticketed for last December 17th but
had to be postponed after Haye tore a bicep.

“We’re  ecstatic  to  be  bringing  this  epic  rematch  to  AWE
viewers,”  stated  Charles  Herring,  president  of  AWE.  “This
fight has broad appeal because the first bout, which aired on
AWE, was one of the most amazing fights in 2017. It had a true
“Rocky” feel, with Haye challenged by his injury. Bellew has
broad appeal in the United States due to his appearance in the
movie Creed. Boxing fans love heavyweights for their explosive
power and exciting matches, and the winner should be in a
position for a shot at a world title bout.”

Bellew, of Liverpool, has a record of 29-2-1 with 19 knockouts
and is the former WBC Cruiserweight champion. The 35-year-old
is  an  11-year  professional  who  has  big  wins  over  Edison
Miranda,  Isaac  Chilemba,  Valery  Brudov,  Julio  Cesar  Dos
Santos, Marteusz Masternack, and former world champion Nathan
Cleverly. Bellew won the WBC Cruiserweight title with a 3rd
round stoppage over Ilunga Makabu. He defended the crown once
with a 3rd round stoppage over BJ Flores before he moved up to
heavyweight for the historic Haye bout.

Haye, of London, has a record of 28-3 with 26 knockouts. He is
the former WBA, WBO, and WBC Cruiserweight champion, and the
former WBA Heavyweight champion. The 37-year-old Haye is a 16-
year proven professional who has wins over former world title
challenger Alexander Gurov, and former world champions Arthur
Williams and Giacobbe Fragomeni. Haye won the WBA and WBC
Cruiserweight title with a 7th round stoppage over JeanMarc



Mormeck. He added the WBO belt with a 2 round destruction of
Enzo Maccarinelli. Haye won the WBA Heavyweight championship
with a 12-round majority decision over Nikolay Valuev. Haye
made defenses against John Ruiz and countryman Audley Harrison
before being dethroned by Wladimir Klitscko.

The time of the event will be announced shortly.

The fight card will also be streamed live via KlowdTV on the
AWE channel. Visit www.klowdtv.com for additional information.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has featured over 50 world title fights.

AWE has brought boxing fans some of the most exciting and
controversial  bouts,  including  the  matchup  of  Ricky  Burns
against Ray Beltran for the world title. AWE featured live and
exclusively the crowning of American Terence Crawford over
Ricky Burns. AWE fans have witnessed the explosive power of
undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury  multiple  times  on  the
network, including Fury’s victory over Kevin Johnson. In 2017,
AWE was the exclusive United States television provider of the
first historic matchup between legendary British heavyweight
David Haye and Tony Bellew.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment

A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
available on over a hundred cable systems, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD, Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and 669
in HD, and DirecTV, ch 387, Frontier Communications ch 169 and
669 in HD, CenturyLink PRISM TV ch. 144 and 1144 in HD, and
streaming on DirecTV NOW and KlowdTV. For more information,



please visit www.awetv.com

Video: Crolla – Burns weigh
in

Crolla – Burns weights from
Manchester, England
SAN DIEGO (October 6, 2017) -Weights for Saturday’s battle of
former world champions Anthony Crolla and Ricky Burns as they
meet in a 12-round lightweight bout that will headline a big
day of boxing that will be broadcast EXCLUSIVELY IN THE UNITED
STATES, LIVE ON AWE- A WEALTH OF ENTERTAINMENT, beginning at 2
PM ET/11 AM PT

The fight card will also be streamed live on the AWE channel
on www.klowdtv.com

Anthony Crolla 134.9 – Ricky Burns 134.5
Conor Benn 146.6 – Nathan Clarke 146
Sam Eggington 147 – Mohamed Mimoune 145.8
Robbie Barrett 134.4 – Lewis Ritson 133.9
Hosea Burton 179.4 – Saidou Sall 171.8
Gavin McDonnell – Jozsef Ajtai

About AWE LIVE BOXING
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AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has featured over 50 world title fights.

AWE has brought boxing fans some of the most exciting and
controversial  bouts,  including  the  matchup  of  Ricky  Burns
against Ray Beltran for the world title. AWE featured live and
exclusively the crowning of American Terence Crawford over
Ricky Burns. AWE fans have witnessed the explosive power of
undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury  multiple  times  on  the
network, including Fury’s victory over Kevin Johnson. In 2017,
AWE was the exclusive United States television provider of the
historic matchup between legendary British heavyweight David
Haye and Tony Bellew.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment

A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
available on over a hundred cable systems, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD, Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and 669
in HD. and DirecTV, ch 387.

For more information, please visit www.awetv.com.


